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PURPOSE OF THE PROGRAM
PARTICIPANT
In a world where the only given is uncertainty,
what kind of teams will survive and thrive?
More importantly, what do teams need to thrive and deliver business
performance? What are their attributes and how can leaders cultivate
environments where these behaviours flourish? Research tells us that
organisations and teams that are galvanised around purpose will do better
than those that aren’t.
Join Andrew Williams and Kammeron Cran on this experiential and practical
program and build your leadership capacity to navigate complexity and
ambiguity more effectively by cultivating Purposeful Teams – teams that are
clear on Purpose, have highly connected relationships, have true psychological
safety, accountability and collective ownership as well as high learning agility.
This Program includes two one day modules delivered one week apart. As part
of the Program you will be given a copy of our Purposeful Teams Playbook to
implement actions and a series of experiments to do with your teams to build
Purposeful Teams that thrive. Finally there will be a peer accountability process
which will culminate in a group coaching session.

OUTCOMES

At the end of this program you will:
Have greater awareness and skill in cultivating
Purposeful Teams
Know what it means to develop, engage and
embed your team around Purpose
Have a better understanding of how to build
psychological safety and trust, connected
relationships and accountability and
ownership within teams
Have increased your self-awareness and
examined and developed your leadership ‘self’
around the principles of Purposeful Teams
Enhanced your ability to learn and experiment
with new behaviours and concepts

PROGRAM OUTLINE
PRE-WORK

VIRTUAL 2 X 1 DAY
WORKSHOPS

EXPERIMENTS
& ACTIONS

GROUP COACHING

PILOT PROGR A M DETAILS &
REGISTR ATION INFOR MATION

DATES

PROGRAM FACULTY

ANDREW WILLIAMS
Andrew is the Founder and Managing
Director of Agility Consulting Group and
the author of Survive and Thrive 120 Ideas
to Cultivate Your Leadership Agility. He has
been an Adjunct Faculty at the Australia
Graduate School of Management at the
University of NSW for over 11 years where he
facilitates executive programs in adaptive
leadership and leadership agility.
Andrew is a graduate of The Art and
Practice of Leadership Development at the
Harvard Kennedy School of Government
which has enabled him to work with
teams in the area of adaptive leadership
and transformational change. He is also
a practitioner in Case-in-Point teaching
methodology and was certified as a Master
Practitioner in this powerful methodology
through the Kansas Leadership Centre. He
uses this form of teaching methodology
with intact teams, leadership cohorts and
in programs with AGSM clients.
He has extensive experience working with
C Suite Executives, middle managers and
senior teams particularly in the areas of
leadership development, individual and
team coaching and top team development.
In his work Andrew regularly works with
senior teams to help them work through
issues that are important to them. He is
able to facilitate dialogue, help groups
anchor to purpose and hold up a mirror to
enable groups to see how their dynamics
are helping or hindering their ability to
make progress.

PROGRAM FACULTY

KAMMERON CRAN
Founder of The Team Space, an executive
and team coaching practice helping leaders
and teams create the space they need to
develop themselves and environments
where Purposeful Teams emerge and
flourish. Formerly a senior executive with
25 years’ experience in the media sector in
Australia and the UK, Kammeron spent her
career building and transforming teams
through an environment of continuous
disruption and ever-increasing complexity
and brings extensive practical experience
to organisations navigating leadership
challenges, change and ambiguity.
Known for her deeply humanistic style and
ability to connect with people, Kammeron’s
trademark has been her ability to enable
individuals in one on one coaching as well
as entrenched teams to make fundamental
shifts in the way they think about themselves
and the way they operate, directly impacting
performance, engagement and wellbeing
outcomes. Kammeron’s commercial corporate
experience means she understands first-hand
the competing nature of high level work
versus being ‘in the trenches’ and is able
to create engagement, accountability and
enjoyment around the work that drives buy-in,
commitment and advancement.
In 2018, Kammeron was awarded a highly
sought-after scholarship to The Marketing
Academy, a global personal leadership
program for marketers wanting to change
the world.

1st and 8th December, 2020
Virtual sessions will be run between 9am and 5pm on both days
- with breaks to maximise learning.

FEES
The investment for the pilot program is $395 + GST
Included in your fees are:
• Pre-work reading 'Survive and Thrive' book by Andrew Williams
• Two x one day modules with breaks to maximise learning
• Purposeful Teams Playbook - 160+ pages of activities, tips and resources
• Facilitator check-ins
• The post workshops webinar & coaching session
• PLUS membership of our Alumni program - monthly one hour reflective
sessions with other Alumni facilitated by Andrew and/or Kammeron.
NB: The pilot program is limited to 10 people to maximise learning. All fees are subject
to GST. Discount of 10% if more than three attendees from the same organisation.

REGISTR ATION

DETAILS

To register your interest or for further information please contact:

Andrew Williams 0417 225 350

| Kammeron Cran 0499 550 673

andrew@agilityconsulting.com.au		 kamm@theteamspace.com.au

